CODE OF CONDUCT

LOGO
An acknowledge of the commitment with, boys, girls and adolescents, in their protection, as a social responsible company that has signed and implemented the Code, given by the Ministery of Tourism.
Why is important to invite our tourism colleagues to join in this campaign?

First and above all, it is a crime. It is absolutely a violation of children's rights. It damages the image and essence of tourism. Hurts beyond repair the country image.

We as part of this industry, are workers and responsible citizens, that are committed to children’s rights.
OUR COMMITMENT NOW IS

- Keep and continue awareness on this issue to all travel partners
- Compromise our colleagues of the importance of this commitment
- We are creating a culture of protection and defense of children rights in the travel industry
- Above all, we will back with all our resources the campaign launched on Wednesday by WTO
  “Your actions count
  Be a responsible traveller”
ABOVE EVERYTHING

• PROMOTE THE ENGAGEMENT OF THE TRAVEL INDUSTRY IN SIGNING THE CODE
THANK YOU

ROSA MARTHA BROWN

On Behalf of:

• FUNDACIÓN INFANTIA
• AFEET
• FIASEET
• SECTUR
• CROC

Travel sponsored by American Airlines and Consolid.